Will Jaara reign supreme?

IAND NOW FOR THE NEWS

All staff and students have been invited to participate in the Library events over book week. Please put the following dates in your calendars:

**Edible Book Competition** to be judged on the 22nd of August.

**Best Picture Book Competition** entries close 15th of August.

The competition between the houses for the Readers’ House Shield has been Hot Hot Hot in 2014!!! See the score so far on page 4.
Select this search for a list of resources that have a common theme: eg Like Harry Potter! Try these.

Teachers can use Reading Lists to recommend reading material, fiction or non-fiction, to your students and their units of work. What a concept!!


Do you have some students who need more confidence during their presentations?

In the Coolock Libguide there are some great tips to give students ideas to improve their presentations.

The Study Help Libguide has also been updated. It provides students with strategies to be more organised and focused.
SEND PROGRAM REQUESTS THROUGH TO YOUR LIBRARY.
ccblibrary@ccb.vic.edu.au

INTERESTING LINKS
- New Coolock Books
- Year 10 Study Skills Sessions
- Libguide Research Tools
- Bibliography Guidelines
- Library Catalogue
- AV Troubleshooting

**BOOK OF THE YEAR WINNERS.**

- **Winner: Older readers**
  - *Wildlife* by Fiona Wood

- **Winner: Younger readers**
  - *A Very Unusual Pursuit* by Catherine Jinks

- **Best Picture Book**
  - *Rules of Summer* by Shawn Tan

- **Best Information Book**
  - *Jeremy* by Chris Faiella & Danny Snell

- **Best Early Childhood Book**
  - *The Swap* by Sean Cooney & Joanne Ryder
THE SCORE SO FAR

RECENTLY ADDED RESOURCES ON TAP

2420 POINTS

Mynamar: A New Dawn
Reporter: Sally Sara.
Summary: What happens when a vacuum-sealed, strictly-controlled nation loosens up, opens its doors and ushers in aggressive international businesses, hungry global developers and hoards of curious tourists? Can Myanmar’s sensitive culture, fragile & beautiful heritage and infant democracy cope with this strange, invasive and transformative surge? It’s too early to tell. But it turns out some enterprising locals aren’t just standing by waiting for change. They’re taking their opportunities now and they include a power-pop princess with world charts in her sights and a former US based Google exec who’s returned home to build a business. Myanmar’s even letting in nosey reporters so we sent our own Sally Sara to witness this historic collision of past, present and future. (From ABC program guide)

2040 POINTS

Anzac Girls: Adventure
Honouring the Centenary of the commencement of WW1, ANZAC Girls is a moving new six-part series based on the unique, and rarely told true stories of Australian and New Zealand nurses serving at Gallipoli and the Western Front.

2010 POINTS

Attenborough’s Ark
Presented by David Attenborough.
Summary: David Attenborough chooses his ten favourite animals that he would most like to save from extinction. From the weird to the wonderful, he picks fabulous and unusual creatures that he would like to put in his ‘ark’, including unexpected and little-known animals such as the olm, the solenodon and the quoll. He shows why they are so important and shares the ingenious work of biologists across the world who are helping to keep them alive. (BBC website)
Rated: PG.

1930 POINTS

Australia’s Secret Heroes Parts 1, Part 2 & Part 3
Australia’s Secret Heroes tells the extraordinary story of Z Special unit, a remarkable group of men who were plucked from the Australian military in World War II, trained in explosives, camouflage, silent killing and how to resist torture and then sent on incredibly perilous undercover operations in Asia. For years, the Z Special operatives were sworn to secrecy. But now the veterans relive
their incredible wartime exploits. In a unique "living history" approach, Australia's Secret Heroes takes six descendants of the Z Special operatives and places them on training missions to give them a taste of what their forefathers went through. (Part 1 of 3) (Documentary) PG CC (From sbs website)

An Accidental Soldier

Based on the novel Silent parts by John Charalambous
Summary: On the Western Front, in WWI, an Australian on the run finds unexpected love with a grieving farm wife who tries to protect him from the war that has shattered both their lives. CAST: Dan Spielman, Bryan Brown, Julia Zemiro

Generation Like:

Summary: How advertisers and big commercial brands are exploiting teenagers using social media and making big dollars. What really happens every time you or, more crucially, your children press the 'like' button? This week on Four Corners, a PBS Frontline special report by Douglas Rushkoff examines how the search for identity in teenagers has migrated to the digital world with profound implications for us all. What he reveals is a cat and mouse game played by corporations and young consumers with billions of dollars up for grabs. The program shows how corporations have co-opted social media into their marketing campaigns for products ranging from chocolate biscuits to movies. It follows the modern stars of Facebook and Twitter, who have parlayed their obsessions with the internet and popular culture into lucrative careers. We see how 'likes' and 'followers' are effectively traded between stars seeking bigger and better online profiles. Do young people think they are being used? Are they taken in by the prospect of achieving their own celebrity? This is a fascinating look at the modern teenager and the corporations that stalk and sell to them. (ABC TV guide)

Faith and funerals: Part 1, 2, 3, 4. In this five-part series, Compass goes behind the scenes of Hindu, Muslim, Buddhist, Catholic, Protestant, Jewish and secular funerals. We enter privileged territory to share religious rites and rituals practised in 21st century Australia. Death is the journey we all eventually take. The rites and rituals performed in Australia today are determined by our culture, values and beliefs. But how do we carry our loved ones on their final journey? How do we honour them in death? And how do we grieve?
In the first episode Compass visits a small, Anglican, country farewell for a much loved local; and a no-frills Muslim funeral for an asylum seeker. Rated PG.

Gut Reaction Part 1

Summary: Could our food be making us sick – very sick?
In the first of this two-part special, Dr Graham Phillips reveals new research about the interplay between food and the bacteria deep within our guts. (web)
Laura Hall my battle with booze

Summary: What is Britain's binge drinking culture doing to its young people? Follow one woman's attempts to turn her troubled life around before it's too late. Laura Hall made tabloid headlines when she became the first person in the UK to be banned by a judge from buying or drinking alcohol anywhere in the country. But what brought Laura, a bright, articulate and funny young woman, to this stage and turned her into the poster girl for Britain's binge drinking culture? Following Laura into rehab, the program captures her highs and lows as she attempts to leave her hell-raising past behind and more importantly, understand why she chose the self-destructive path in the first place. (From ABC TV program guide).
Rated: M.

Muriel's Wedding

Summary: All her life, Muriel Heslop has been told she's "useless", an embarrassment to her family & 'friends'. She escapes all this by listening to ABBA songs & dreaming of marriage and wedding dresses. Marriage to Muriel means that she'll be different from her layabout family, she'll be a 'success'. The only way to change her life, is to leave Porpoise Spit & find a man. Filled with classic ABBA songs like Dancing Queen, Fernando, Waterloo, this film has many humorous scenes but also raises aspects about our outlook on life, our relationships with our family and others and our feelings and perceptions about ourselves.

Rasputin: Dark servant of destiny

Details the life of the Russian monk Rasputin. The film shows his rise to power and how it corrupted him. His sexual perversions and madness ultimately leads to his gruesome assassination.

Stem Cell universe with Stephen Hawking

Physicist Stephen Hawking explores the subject of stem cells and their capabilities, including body-part regeneration and antiaging effects.

The Gender mission

Summary: When the young women of the Norwegian Border Guard turn in after a long day patrolling along a stretch of their nation's northern border with Russia, chances are there will be men in the room. They're the fellow soldiers they've been working with, training with and sometimes ordering around in the field. Despite the seamless sleeping arrangements, the conflicting habits of males and females, it all seems to work. Harassment and sexual assault, already comparatively low in Norway's armed forces, is on the wane. Led by a formidable front-line of women, including Prime Minister Erna Solberg and her predominantly female cabinet which includes defence Minister Ine Eriksen, Norway is leading the charge to an inclusive, cohesive unisex defence force. They want the armed services to become as progressive and gender-blind as the top echelons of government. (From ABC program guide)

All of the above programs can be viewed in your internet browser.

Having trouble viewing programs from the Library Catalogue?

Contact the Library for assistance.
**MAGAZINES IN THE LIBRARY**

**INTERESTING WEBSITES**

The shirt on your back. An interactive documentary: How did the clothes you’re wearing get to you? We trace the human cost of the Bangladeshi garment industry in video, words and pictures.

28 June 1914: Archduke assassinated: Summary: 'On 28 June 1914, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the Austro-Hungarian Empire, visited Sarajevo. What happened in the city that day would set in motion a series of events that would lead the world to war. Watch the trailer. One hundred years later, BBC News revisits this critical day, as it happened' - website

First World War: the story of a global conflict. An interactive documentary: Summary: 'Ten historians from 10 countries give a brief history of the first world war through a global lens. Using original news reports, interactive maps and rarely-seen footage, including extraordinary scenes of troops crossing Mesopotamia on camels and Italian soldiers fighting high up in the Alps, the half-hour film explores the war and its effects from many different perspectives. You can watch the documentary in English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Arabic or Hindi thanks to our partnership with the British Academy.'

World War One, 1914-1918: Summary: Includes ANZAC content from across the ABC services. Content is presented in various formats: documents, letters, podcasts, vodcasts, primary sources, 3D diarama (which includes teacher’s resources), interviews, cartoons and poetry.
Teachers open the door, but you must enter by yourself.
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CCB Libguides will give your students the extra assistance they need for their assignments.
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NEW BOOKS